We present for the first time the joint distribution of electron heat flux and electron plasma beta, and the joint distribution of core electron drift velocity and electron plasma beta using a statistically large dataset of solar wind electrons at 1AU. We calculate the growth rates of linear instabilities and show compelling experimental evidence that the heat-flux-driven Alfvén instabilities constrain the electron core drift, and therefore the electron heat flux, in low-beta plasmas. This result is relevant to understanding energy transport in low-beta solar/stellar coronae and winds.
INTRODUCTION
Energy transport via heat conduction is fundamental to fusion [1] , space [2, 3] and astrophysical [4] plasmas. The micro-physics of heat conduction in weakly collisional and magnetized plasmas is not well understood, although it is significant for modeling global systems. Observations of heat flux (HF) in collisionless solar wind [5, 6] and intracluster medium (ICM) [7, 8] show significant departure from the classical Spitzer-Härm HF, suggesting the necessity of HF regulation mechanisms in absence of Coulomb collisions.
In high-β e (β e ≡ 8πn e k B T e /B 2 0 ) space and astrophysical plasmas, HF constraint by whistler instabilities has been studied extensively by theories [9] [10] [11] [12] and simulations [13, 14] , predicting a marginal HF scaling q e ∝ 1/β e , which is consistent with solar wind observations [15] . However, the HF regulation mechanism in low-β e plasmas is less well understood due to scarcity of observational data [15, 16] . In this Letter, we fill the gaps by presenting the first joint distribution of HF and electron beta in the solar wind at 1AU using a statistically large dataset, and showing compelling experimental evidence that HF-driven Alfvén instabilities effectively limit HF in the low-β e solar wind.
The solar wind is a highly-ionized, weakly collisional plasma that expands super-Alfvénically from the solar corona into the heliosphere. Significant field aligned electron HF arises from the anisotropy in the electron velocity distribution function (eVDF), which is often modeled as a superposition of three gyrotropic populations: a cool dense 'core', a hotter tenuous 'halo' [17] , and a beam-like field-aligned 'strahl' [18] . In the solar wind frame (here, we define the solar wind frame as the frame in which the total current of all solar wind ion species is zero), the core electrons drift sunward along the background magnetic field line, whereas the suprathermal (halo and strahl) electrons drift anti-sunward. The drift velocities of core and suprathermal electron populations are anticorrelated, maintaining near zero net electric current in the solar wind frame [5, 17] .
SOLAR WIND ELECTRON MEASUREMENTS
We use a solar wind electron dataset [19] produced by non-linear fits to the electron velocity distribution function (VDF), measured by two electron detectors (EESA-L and EESA-H [20] ) onboard the Wind spacecraft. Spacecraft potential is corrected using independent measurements of electron density by the Wind /WAVES Thermal Noise Receiver (TNR) [21] using quasi-thermal noise analysis [22] .
Each electron VDF is fitted to a two-component model:
where f c and f h correspond to the core and halo electrons. The core distribution takes the form of a drifting, bi-Maxwellian
The halo distribution takes the form of a drifting, bi-kappa
where
The strahl electrons are characterized by the difference between the measured VDF and the fitted VDF:
In this Letter we use the strahl density n s and the effective drift speed v ds , as computed from the zeroth and first moments of f s . Figure 1 shows typical electron VDFs measured in the fast and slow solar wind; fast wind is characterized by hotter, more tenuous plasma than slow wind. The top panels show cuts through the perpendicular velocity distribution f (v ⊥ ) and the parallel velocity distribution f (v ) on the left and right, respectively, for an interval of slow solar wind. Data from EESA-L and EESA-H are included, shown as diamonds and stars respectively, and the 'one count' levels for each detector are shown as dotted black lines. The two detectors are well intercalibrated. The bottom panels show the same for an interval of fast wind. Following the aforementioned procedure, we obtain 154,567 independent electron measurements from two, 2 year intervals: 1995-1997 (solar minimum) and 2001-2002 (solar maximum), and include only 'ambient' solar wind (no coronal mass ejections (CMEs), foreshock, etc.). Intervals of 'bidirectional' heat flux (usually associated with CMEs) are also excluded. We define the direction of strahl electron HF to be the positive direction, hence the core electron drift is negative within fitting error. For a single nonlinear fit, the fitted core electron drift velocity is comparable to the fitting error [19] . We invoke the zero current condition to infer core electron drifts from densities and drifts of suprathermal electrons [5, 23, 24] :
LINEAR THEORY
Growth rate contours of linear instabilities have been proven successful in characterizing marginally stable plasmas [25] . Linear Alfvén HF instabilities have been studied in the literature [9, 16, 26] by solving the full set of the linear Vlasov-Maxwell equations. We extend the above calculation to cover the range β c ∈ [0.1, 1]. The electron VDF is modeled by two drifting bi-Maxwellian components representing the core and halo, while the proton VDF is assumed to be isotropic and Maxwellian. We also assume charge neutrality n p = n c + n h and zero current n c v dc + n h v dh = 0.
Simple wave-particle resonance analysis shows that the Alfvén HF instability strongly Landau resonates with the core electrons, weakly Landau/cyclotron resonates with protons, and barely interacts with the high energy halo and strahl electrons [9, 16] . Therefore, ignoring the strahl is a reasonable assumption for the growth rate calculation and should not limit our discussion to the slow solar wind where strahl electrons are scarce. In fact we shall see that the linear theory and the electron data agrees well in low-β c|| solar wind, which is often fast wind. The same argument based on resonance analysis justifies our usage of bi-Maxwellian VDF for halo electrons. Using a drifting kappa VDF will be more accurate but we expect that the correction is small [27] .
We use the following typical solar wind dimensionless parameters (which are consistent with the dataset): n c /n p = 1 − n h /n p = 0.95, v A /c = 10 −4 , T c|| /T c⊥ = T h|| /T h⊥ = 1 and T h|| /T c|| = 6. The three variables are v dc /v A , β c|| and T c /T p . For every point in the (−v dc /v A , β c|| ) plane, we search the wavenumber space for the maximum growth rate of the Alfvén HF instabilities with T c /T p taking value of 0.5, 1 or 2.
Whistler HF instabilities have been studied in linear theories [9, 10, 15] , quasi-linear theory [11] and nonlinear kinetic simulations [13, 14] , all showing the similar scaling q e ∝ 1/β e . In this Letter, we use the linear whistler HF instability threshold on the electron HF at a fixed growth rate γ/Ω p = 10 −2 from [15] :
where q 0 = 3/2n e k B T c v T c|| is the free streaming heat flux corresponding to transport of the thermal energy at the thermal speed 1 . In this simple drifting core-halo model, electron drift and electron HF are linearly correlated in the absence of temperature anisotropy [23] :
INSTABILITY CONSTRAINTS ON CORE DRIFTS AND ELECTRON HEAT FLUX
Panel (a) of Figure 2 shows the joint distribution of −v dc /v A and β c|| . The overplotted color curves show the contours of the maximum growth rates at γ/Ω p = 10 −2 in the core-halo-proton plasmas with −v dc /v A and β c|| : the three red curves correspond to the Alfvén HF instabilities with T c /T p = 0.5 (solid), 1 (dashed) and 2 (dotted); the green curve stands for the whistler HF instability given by Eq. (2) and Eq. (1). Other plasma parameters are given in the previous section. There is an apparent upper bound on −v dc /v A that increases with β c|| until β c|| ∼ 1 and then decreases with β c|| . This feature is consistent with the Alfvén HF instability threshold in the low-β c|| regime and with the whistler HF instability threshold in the higher-β c|| regime. The differences among the red curves in the panel show that the Alfvén HF instability is highly susceptible to the core-proton temperature ratio T c /T p , since the instability is resonant with both core electrons and protons [16] . Figure 2 show the same joint distribution (−v dc /v A , β c|| ) as the panel (a) but with conditions T c /T p > 0.5, 1, 2 respectively. The Alfvén HF instability growth rate contours based on the linear kinetic theory align strikingly well with the empirical joint distributions contours at different values of T c /T p . We interpret the above agreement as compelling evidence that the Alfvén HF instability regulates the core electron drifts in low−β c|| solar wind at 1AU.
Panels (b)-(d) of
We also show instability constraints on the electron HF. The top panel of Figure 3 shows color scale plot of the joint distribution of q e /q 0 and β c|| , overplotted with the instability thresholds at γ/Ω p = 10 −2 . The green curve shows the whistler HF instability threshold corresponding to Eq. (1). The three red curves are the theoretical Alfvén HF instability upper bounds on q e /q 0 obtained by transforming the core electron drift thresholds (also red curves) in Figure 2 using Eq. (2). The empirical upper bound on q e /q 0 show the similar dependence on T c /T p as −v dc /v A (not shown here) when β c|| 1. Clearly the Alfvén HF instability and the whistler HF instability effectively impose an upper bound on the electron HF in observation.
We notice that while the theoretical Alfvén HF instability threshold stays above the observed values of q e /q 0 , the constraint is not as tight as in the case of core electron drifts (c.f. Figure 2) . Also in comparison, the whistler HF instability threshold imposes a tighter constraint on q e /q 0 for β c|| 2. The tightness of the theoretical bounds on q e /q 0 can be shown to be related to the abundance of strahl electrons. Since the electron VDF in our linear theory does not include strahl electrons, the theoretical relation between core electron drifts and electron HF (Eq. (2)) departs slightly from observations. Figure 4 shows the joint normalized distribution of q e /q model and n s /n e , where q e is the observed electron HF, and q model is the HF calculated from Eq. (2) using the core electron drift. When the fraction of strahl electrons is low, the model HF agrees well with observations, yielding q e /q model ≈ 1. However, as the fraction of strahl electron increases, the two-component model often overestimates the HF at a given core electron drift. We estimate that the presence of strahl electrons could lead to an order unity correction to Eq. (2).
Returning to Figure 3 , the bottom panel shows the contours of the empirical joint distribution of q e /q 0 and β c|| conditioned on low strahl fraction (blue, n s /n c > 0.02) and high strahl fraction (red, n s /n c < 10 −3 ). Apparently the occurrence of high fraction of strahl electrons concentrates in the low-β c|| regime, justifying that the Alfvén HF instability threshold on the electron HF is not as tight as that on the core electron drift.
DISCUSSION
We show that in low-β c|| solar wind the Alfvén HF instability effectively constrains the sunward core electron drift velocity v dc and therefore also constrains the electron HF q e by the strong correlation between v dc and q e , which is linear (Eq. (2)) if temperature anisotropy and strahl electrons are ignored. Our result suggests that low-beta solar wind has an upper bound on HF which directly depends on the local plasma properties, differing from the classical Spitzer-Härm HF and the free streaming HF. This is relevant to modeling the energy transport and the dynamics of the coronae and winds associated with our sun and other stars. We note that the dataset of solar wind electrons at 1AU is dominated by plasmas with β c|| ∼ O(1) (see Figure 2) . Since the plasma beta decreases with closer distance to the sun, coming missions exploring the inner heliosphere, namely the Parker Solar Probe and the Solar Orbiter will further test the role of the Alfvén HF instability in lowbeta space plasmas.
We also note that the Alfvén HF instability generates sunward-propagating kinetic Alfvén waves at kρ p ∼ 1 with θ kB ∼ 80
• , providing a means to generate kinetic
